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ABSTRACT
Humans have a tendency to consider media devices as social beings. Social agents and artificial opponents can be examined as one instance of this effect. With today’s technology it is already possible to create artificial agents that are perceived as socially present. In this paper, we start by identifying the factors that influence perceptions of social presence in human-agent interactions. By taking these factors into account and by following previously defined guidelines for building socially present artificial opponents, a case study was created in which a social robot plays the Risk board game against three human players. An experiment was performed to ascertain whether the agent created in this case study is perceived as socially present. The experiment suggested that by following the guidelines for creating socially present artificial board game opponents, the perceived social presence of users towards the artificial agent improves.
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INTRODUCTION

Techniques for representing others to evoke social presence have an ancient history that dates back to the first stone sculptures [3]. Science-fiction films or books have long included characters such as intelligent computers, robots and androids that evoke the same type of social responses from the audience or the reader [20]. With the evolution of technology, these science-fiction visions are now becoming a reality, and new interactive techniques and devices are designed to evoke social responses from users. Quasi-social relationships are beginning to be established with computers, intelligent virtual agents and robots [19]. People attribute social presence to interactive devices and treat them in social ways, even while knowing that these devices do not have real emotions or ideas [26]. Social presence can be briefly defined as the “sense of being together with another” [2]. Studying social presence can contribute to the understanding of human social behaviour while using these types of technologies. Achieving a sense of social presence is the design goal of many types of hardware and software engineering.

Creating artificial agents and robots that can interact with multiple humans is starting to become the focus of some computer entertainment and educational scenarios [17, 5]. This is a challenging task, as in multi-party interactions it is often more difficult to predict others’ intentions and behaviours. The main focus of this paper is to guide researchers or engineers regarding how to design socially present agents. More specifically, we focus on intelligent agents that play board games against multiple players while still being perceived as socially present. These agents, rather than focusing on beating human players by performing millions of operations per minute, are socially aware, and their behaviours are influenced by their history with different human opponents. Board game artificial opponents are already being created both in Artificial Intelligence (AI) research and commercial applications. However, current artificial opponents still have performance and social deficits, especially in games in which they play against multiple human players. Johansson [13] stated that “bots are blind and objective, while humans may decide to eliminate the bots first, just because they are bots”. This sentence shows that humans attribute a very low sense of social presence to artificial opponents. If human players do not perceive artificial opponents as socially present, their enjoyment and willingness to interact with them decreases [10].

Definitions of social presence and the factors that influence social presence in human-agent interaction are presented in the related work section of this paper. By taking these factors into account and following guidelines for creating socially present board game opponents [25], a case study was developed. This case study explores the use of today’s technology to increase users’ perceived social presence towards an artificial opponent. It features two main technology devices that provide an artificial opponent with the capability of playing a board game against multiple human players. First, a custom digital table was used as the interface between the human players, a robot and the game. Second, the artificial opponent is physically embodied by a robotic head with emotion rendering capabilities. We have performed an experiment in which participants played the Risk board game either against the artificial opponent described in our case study or against a control condition opponent based on a previous study [18].
This experiment suggested that by following the design considerations described in our case study, users’ perception of the social presence of the artificial opponent improves.

RELATED WORK
Social presence was initially proposed by Short, Williams and Christie [30] as “the degree of salience of the other person in the interaction and the consequent salience of the interpersonal relationships”. The social presence theory allows researchers to guide the design, and to anticipate and measure differences of new types of social technology. Instead of using trial and error exploration, a better understanding of what social presence is can save valuable time and money, and can improve the end product in the design of new media technologies [20]. Many studies regarding social presence are found in new techniques of human-human communication such as computer conferencing. However, social presence is also used to measure an individual’s perception of a particular interactive medium, be it a virtual reality environment [31] or the interaction with a social robot [18].

Several authors have discussed factors that influence social presence, but none of the authors have previously focused on artificial opponents. In the remainder of this section, we collect the factors that are deemed important for creating socially present artificial agents and opponents.

Contributing Factors for Social Presence
There are different modes of interacting with a virtual agent, but in terms of social presence, face-to-face interaction is still considered the gold standard in communication against which all platforms are compared [1]. Social presence is assumed to be highest when two people are within reach of each other and are interacting on a task [4]. Therefore, virtual agents that do not use the rich set of social behaviours and cues involved in face-to-face interaction may be considered less socially present. Face-to-face interaction is generally accompanied by verbal communication. While interacting with virtual characters or robots, verbal communication offers the most attractive input and output alternatives. We are familiar with verbal communication, it requires minimal effort from users and it leaves their hands and eyes free [34]. Interactions should also feel natural and quick. Systems should have quick feedback for the user to feel immediacy of control, as delays between actions and reactions can diminish the sense of social presence [20]. In robots or on-screen characters, having a responsive real time gaze system can produce a high sense of agency and increase the agent’s perceived social presence [35].

The number of interacting entities (be they virtual agents or humans) can also positively influence the perception of social presence in an interactive system. Having more than one entity in media interactions can be an easy way to induce a sense of social presence, regardless of the other perceptual features of the world [11]. Knowledge and prior experience with the medium also influences the sense of social presence. Social presence varies across individuals and across time for the same individual. When we have been exposed to artefacts of a particular medium over time, we have a higher knowledge of interacting with it, and it is possible to have an increased feeling of social presence. However, very often, continued experiences may cause the well-known habituation or novelty effect [14]. This effect causes an initially higher sense of social presence that fades away as users become more experienced with novel technology [18]. This novelty effect is present in almost all types of media, including artificial agents or robots [8]. The ability to attribute mental states to oneself and to others is fundamental to human cognition and social behaviour [32]. Biocca [4] stressed the importance that the theory of mind has in social presence. He defines social presence as the sense of “being together with another” and attributes this sense to the ability to relate to or to construct mental models of another’s intelligence. These models can simulate minds of people, animals, agents, aliens, gods and so on. If we interact with an agent and create a mental model of it, we can anticipate the agent’s behaviour and judge its consistency. The number and quality of sensory channels are important for generating a sense of social presence. More importantly, consistency between all of the different modalities is one of the most relevant keys for achieving social presence: “the information received through all channels should describe the same objective world” [20]. If we do not meet this criterion, we emphasise the artificial and lessen the feeling of social presence. Correlations between actions and reactions should be credible when compared to events that would be expected in reality under similar circumstances. Slater [31] notes that another important factor for social presence is the occurrence of some events not directly related to the users’ actions. These events show autonomy in the environment or character. In a study conducted in a cave-like environment, participants spent approximately five minutes in a virtual bar interacting with five virtual characters [7]. Participants were reported to automatically respond to the virtual characters present in the bar in social ways. Though these virtual characters had limited social behaviours, mutual gaze combined with lucky randomness, was perceived by participants as the characters watching and mimicking them. Embodiment is also important for designing a computer to achieve a higher sense of social presence. It has been reported in virtual poker environments that the simple addition of a picture personifying players made the game more likeable, engaging and comfortable [16]. We can also find examples where physically embodied agents (or robots) are used to simulate opponents. It was shown that by using a robotic embodiment instead of an on-screen character, artificial opponents have improved feedback, immersion and social interaction [23]. We use our emotions in our social world almost constantly.

Emotional responses can elicit adaptive social responses from others. For example, someone with an angry temperament can elicit a fear response from someone else, while someone distressed may elicit an empathic response from others. We also use emotional expressions for communication, signalling and for social co-ordination. These types of natural social primitives can be interpreted by humans without the need to learn something new; a human-like computer using these cues can cause social facilitation in users. Endowing agents with emotional behaviour can contribute to the believability of a character and thus to its perceived social presence.
These authors took inspiration from the principles and components used in this case study were developed by Ribeiro et al. [27]. The idle behaviours and facial expressions used in this case study were developed by Ribeiro et al. [27]. The idle behaviours and facial expressions used in this case study were developed by Ribeiro et al. [27]. The idle behaviours and facial expressions used in this case study were developed by Ribeiro et al. [27]. The idle behaviours and facial expressions used in this case study were developed by Ribeiro et al. [27]. The idle behaviours and facial expressions used in this case study were developed by Ribeiro et al. [27]. The idle behaviours and facial expressions used in this case study were developed by Ribeiro et al. [27]. The idle behaviours and facial expressions used in this case study were developed by Ribeiro et al. [27]. The idle behaviours and facial expressions used in this case study were developed by Ribeiro et al. [27].

The robot uses high quality text to speech (Brian from IVONA\(^1\)) to vocalise its utterances. While speaking, the robot is able to accurately lip-sync with the text-to-speech system. We also upgraded the EMYS robotic head with a Kinect sensor that is used for detection of speech direction.

We designed and built a custom digital table for this case study. By using a digital table, players are able to freely communicate and still be aware of the game state. This means that they can more easily be engaged with both the game and each other [28]. In the table’s design we took into account the ergonomic considerations described in [29]. The first design decision to improve ergonomics was to have edges considerably wider than those of commercial digital tables available at this writing. If the edges are not wide enough, users tend to lean their elbows or arms on the table surface, which interferes with the application. By allowing users to rest their arms, they can be more relaxed and focused on social interactions. The second ergonomic decision was interface related. When using digital tabletop hardware, users should have their interface area in a comfortable personal space [33]. We designed the game interface using this principle, and therefore, we took users’ comfort into account so that they could focus solely on social interactions with their peers and the social robot. Finally, the height of the table was considered. When designing a table for casual interaction, short coffee tables are appropriate, desk-height tables are more suited for productivity or longer tasks such as long gaming sessions. Therefore, we chose the height of a normal desk table.

For implementing social memory in the artificial opponent, we simplified the user recognition process by requiring each user to login with their own private interface on the digital table. At login time, the robot acknowledges the presence and position of a user, greets that particular user, and updates its history with him/her. The artificial opponent stores basic data in memory about the results and dates of previous matches. This information is often mentioned in the initial interaction, where the robot can say for example: “One week ago you won, this time I am going to win!”. More complex social variables are also used by the robot to map relationships established with particular users. These variables evolve during the game and are stored in the robot’s memory for future interactions.

### Social Relationship Variables

Dialogue recordings of humans playing the traditional Risk game have been previously categorised [24]. The most relevant categories to model in a Risk artificial opponent were
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\(^1\)http://www.ivona.com/en/
extracted and that categorisation helps pinpoint the most important social behaviours to simulate in a Risk game. Additionally, in that study, a database of possible utterances was extracted from real human social behaviour. However, to understand the humans’ thought process and to know when an artificial opponent should select a particular move or utterance, a protocol analysis was performed. In this analysis, participants were asked to think aloud while playing a traditional Risk game, and the most relevant variables to simulate in a social Risk opponent were extracted. In this sub-section we briefly describe the empirically extracted variables that enable the artificial opponent to establish different social relationships with different users: Familiarity, Like/Dislike and Luck Perception. These variables are used for generating dialogue or for choosing the next move.

Familiarity can be an important variable to model in a social agent because the number of utterances that an artificial agent can speak is often limited, and long term studies have shown that repetitive behaviours decrease social presence and believability [18]. Therefore, it is advantageous for an artificial agent to be shyer (less talkative) towards players with whom it has interacted for only a limited time and to become more familiar (talkative) with them over time. By implementing this behaviour, we are also following empirical results showing that when players already know each other outside the game or when they have played previous games before, they are more communicative and more willing to establish alliances between themselves. In our implementation, familiarity starts at a minimal value, never decreases, and increases slightly every time the robot interacts with players or every time a player interacts with the robot.

Influenced by attacks in the current and previous games, another relationship variable was simulated. This variable can be either positive (like), zero (neutral), or negative (dislike) for each of the agent’s opponents. The agent can act socially according to this variable and establish different social relationships with different users. The variable changes after relevant game events; a change can be positive or negative. When players are not attacking each other, they are nicer to each other, and the opposite occurs when they attack. Thus, when a player attacks the agent, the relationship variable towards him/her decreases. The variable increases slightly when players have the opportunity to attack the robot but do not. The variable also changes when an opponent attacks a player the agent likes or dislikes. We took inspiration for this behaviour from Heider’s balance theory [12]. Following the balance theory rationale, when a player is attacking one of the robot’s “most hated” opponents, the Like/Dislike variable towards him/her increases. Conversely, if a player attacks one of the agent’s “friends,” the relationship variable will decrease. As previously reported, the Like/Dislike variable is stored, so the robot can disclose, for example, that it holds a “grudge” against a particular player because of previous games.

Luck perception is also stored in memory, so the agent can assess and comment if a player is lucky or if he/she was lucky in previous games. Risk is a game that involves lucky dice throws, and players are constantly “storing” in memory the luck that they attribute to other players. When players are lucky and constantly winning at dice throws, other players expect them to continue winning and usually comment on that fact. When the unexpected occurs and players lose after a winning or losing streak, stronger verbal and nonverbal reactions are usually elicited. Due to the frequency of verbal and emotional content commonly found in this game event [24], such behaviours seem to be important to implement in artificial agents that play games involving luck. Simple rules and statistics were used to monitor players’ luck in the game. Luck events are generated by using an anticipatory mechanism [21] that assesses the mismatch between the agent’s expectations of a dice throw and the actual result.

Risk is a highly social game that supports various social roles in its game play. Players can change roles throughout a game. Social roles in board games were identified by Eriksson et al. [6]. In our implementation, these roles arise because the robot’s AI uses the relationship variables to influence its social behaviour. For example, when the agent “likes” another player, it often demonstrates the social role of Helper by making encouraging comments such as “It went well this turn!”. Conversely, when the agent has a negative relationship with another player, it is more likely to adopt the Violator role, for example by attacking him/her without seeking any in-game benefit.

**Multiplayer Gaze System**

To achieve believable face-to-face interactions, we developed a gaze system that equips our robot with the ability to simultaneously interact with multiple players in our gaming context. The gaze system uses speech direction detection, face detection, and the context of the game; it is based upon studying how humans behave in such context. We have extracted gaze patterns and created a gaze system for multi-user interaction with a social robot. The gaze system is influenced not only by the robot’s own variables but also by the other players’ voices and game actions. The robot also uses a camera in its “nose” for face detection and uses sound direction detection sensed from the Kinect’s microphone array.

In most board games, players shift their focus between looking at different parts of the board and looking at other players. Players look at the game board when they are thinking, during their own turns and their opponents’ turns or when other players make their moves on the board. When it is not a players turn, they tend to look at the active player more than any other. We noted that the factor that most influences the amount of time that participants look at the board or at other players is their concentration on the game. Inspired by this observation, we modelled these behaviours in our robot by using a concentration variable. This variable enables the robot to look more focused on the game during its own turn and more focused on the other players during their turns. The variable tends to be higher during the robot’s turn and lower during an opponent’s turn. It also decreases when other players take too long to play or when all of the events in the game are not related to the robot’s game.
Once a gaze command is over or is interrupted by a relevant event for the gaze system, another gaze command is issued. When it is not the robot’s turn, it performs a Concentration Test (CTest). The CTest starts by generating a random value. If that value is less than the robot’s current concentration variable, the robot issues a focused gaze action. If the value is higher, it issues an unfocused gaze action. This means that if the concentration variable is low, the robot tends to be unfocused, and when the variable is high, it is more often focused. When unfocused, the robot looks at other players randomly but with a higher probability of looking at the active player. When the robot issues a focused gaze action, it looks randomly at a point on the game board, simulating that it is thinking and looking at the game action attentively.

When a user touches the interface, the robot is informed of the location of the touch, and the robot is able to gaze at it. The robot can look at points on the interface precisely. To implement this, the robot is always fixed on the same predetermined position on the digital table; parametrised gaze values were calibrated for each point on the interface. If after a touch event the robot passes a CTest, it gazes at the interface. If the CTest fails, the event is ignored. This simulates the observed behaviour that when players are thinking they are more focused on the game board.

To further improve the robot’s gaze system, we found the need to implement a speech direction detection module in the robot to make it look at players when they are talking. This module was implemented by using Kinect and its beam-forming algorithms from the Microsoft SDK. The Kinect microphone array reports the position of the speaking player, and we use that angle to look in the direction of the sound. However, the robot only chooses to look in the direction of speech if it fails a CTest, simulating that it only “listens” to other players when unfocused.

Finally, when the robot decides to speak to a player, the gaze system also causes the robot to look at the direction of the intended player. All gaze actions belonging to the “look at a player” group work in the following manner. First, the robot looks at a position where the player most likely is. This initial probable position was calculated by several user tests in which we fixed gaze values for looking at the three human players. Second, once the robot fixes its gaze on that position, it tries to detect a face using EmguCV\(^2\). If successful, it tracks the user’s face and follows it for the remaining time of the gaze action. Finally, to increase accuracy, the robot stores the last position of that opponent, remembering the probable position for that user for the next time.

Every gaze action stays focused on the target, be it a player or a point on the interface, for a determined amount of time. The only exception is when speaking to a player, the robot directs its gaze to that player until it stops speaking. For every other type of gaze, we have defined a minimum and a maximum length of time, and a minimum and a maximum of gaze speed. When the robot initiates a new gaze order, it uses random values both for the speed and gaze duration between those minimum and maximum values. We fixed high speeds and shorter time spans for events in which the interface is touched or a speech direction is detected. Slower gaze speeds and longer time spans are used when the robot is inactive.

**EVALUATION**

In this paper, we hypothesise that an agent that follows guidelines for socially present board game opponents will be perceived as more socially present than an agent that does not implement such guidelines. For testing this hypothesis, we report a study between subjects where participants played a Risk game against a robotic opponent.

**Participants**

Forty five participants (12 males, 33 females) with ages ranging from 18 to 40 years old \((M = 24.0, SD = 5.0)\) took part in the experiment. Participants were undergraduate and graduate students recruited via a program in which they received extra curriculum credits for their participation. The experiment was conducted at a Psychology University. Each session included three participants.

**Procedure**

At the beginning of each session, participants were told that they were going to play the Risk board game against a physical robot and each other. We used a PowerPoint presentation alongside the interface of the game to explain the Risk rules and the game interface. A sequenced presentation was used so that every participant learned the rules and how to interact with the game interface in the same manner. The three participants then sat around the digital table with EMYS, our social robot, on the remaining side. EMYS acted as an artificial opponent for thirty minutes or until it was eliminated from the game. When EMYS was eliminated or the thirty minutes were over, EMYS warned participants that the interaction had ended. Finally, participants filled in a questionnaire, and the experiment was over. Each experiment lasted approximately 1 hour.

**Manipulation**

The experiment had two main conditions: a socially present condition (SP) in which we used the full implementation of our social opponent, and a less social condition \((\neg SP)\) in which the behaviour of the robot was not inspired by the guidelines for creating socially present opponents. We assigned 27 participants (9 groups of 3) to the SP condition and 18 participants (6 groups of 3) to the \(\neg SP\) condition. When recruiting participants for this study, we requested good English skills as a prerequisite. However, two participants in the SP condition were removed from the study (1 male and 1 female) because they reported in the questionnaire and to the experimenters that they did not have the English skills necessary to understand EMYS.

**Socially Present Condition (SP)**

Our experiment had the limitation of a single 30 minute interaction with the robot. Given this time constraint, we decided to fix some of the agent’s variables to have a more controlled experiment and for users to experience the same diversified
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behaviour that would occur in longer exposures to our artificial opponent.

We designed the familiarity variable for long term interactions with the same participants. In a single interaction, we wanted the social robot to be as interactive as possible from the beginning of the game. Therefore, we fixed this variable to its highest value, 1, for all participants.

Additionally, we randomly assigned fixed values of the Like/Dislike variable to each user. When a game started, the social robot had a positive relationship with one of the participants, a negative relationship with one of them and a neutral relationship with the third. By manipulating the Like/Dislike variable in this manner, we ensured that the robot displayed different social roles in each interaction and had a more diversified and constant behaviour.

Not as Socially Present Condition (¬SP)

Comparing an artificial opponent with another that has no gaze at all and no speech or non-verbal behaviour, would most certainly result in a decrease in the sense of social presence. In [18], a study was presented in which, in a similar scenario, the behaviour of a social robot was not sufficient to maintain a sense of social presence in users. This evaluation and the guidelines presented in [25] were informed by that study. We compared our SP condition with the baseline behaviour of that robot and identified the main differences between the two. As a result, in the ¬SP condition, when compared to SP, the following changes were implemented: (1) the same physical embodiment was used, but a more randomised gaze system provided less believable face to face interactions, (2) the verbal and non-verbal behaviours of our robot were limited to only non-social game events, (3) the robot exhibited fewer emotional expressions and its emotional system did not influence the moves it chose, (4) it did not store any type of social data in memory and (5) it did not display the common social roles present in board games.

To implement a randomised gaze system, the robot was always looking at random points in the interface during its turn, and during the opponent’s turn, it was randomly shifting its gaze towards one of the other players. The main differences between the simplified gaze system and the complete one are the absences of speech direction detection, a face detection algorithm to more convincingly look a player in the face, and a concentration variable that informs the “randomness” of the gaze target.

Regarding the verbal and non-verbal behaviour of the robot, in this condition, our artificial opponent only commented and reacted to non-social events. To generate social events in the SP condition, we used our empirically inspired social variables such as Like/Dislike and Luck perception. These variables were set to 0 and did not change. This meant that the robot was neutral towards all users and did not comment, for example, on lucky dice throws. Familiarity was the only empirically inspired variable that we maintained in this condition. It was fixed to 1 so that there would be no differences in the speech rate across conditions. As the robot’s variables did not change in this condition, the agent had no social memory and could not display social roles.

Measures

Social Presence

The measure for social presence that we considered grounded and suited to measure social presence in human-agent interaction is the Networked Minds Questionnaire [9]. This measure was originally designed to distinguish between levels of social presence between face-to-face interactions and different levels of mediated interactions. However, we have successfully used it for measuring social presence in a human-robot interaction scenario [18]. It conceptualises social presence in the following six dimensions: (1) co-presence, the degree to which the observer believes s/he is not alone; (2) attentional allocation, the amount of attention the user allocates to and receives from an interactant; (3) perceived message understanding, the ability of the user to understand the message from the interactant; (4) perceived affective understanding, the user’s ability to understand the interactant’s emotional and attitudinal states; (5) perceived affective interdependence, the extent to which the user’s emotional and attitudinal states affects and is affected by the interactant’s emotional and attitudinal states; and (6) Perceived behavioural interdependence, the extent to which the user’s behaviour affects and is affected by the interactant’s behaviour.

This questionnaire uses six items for each of these dimensions; subjects were asked to express their agreement or disagreement regarding each item on a seven-point Likert scale (one means “totally disagree” and seven means “totally agree”). Two experimenters separately translated all items of the questionnaire into Portuguese. They then agreed upon the most suitable and correct translation.

General Questions

To assess whether users would like to continue interacting with the robot on a regular basis and to learn what the users liked most and least about EMYS, we asked the following general questions after the social presence questionnaire: Did you enjoy playing against EMYS? Would you like to play another game of Risk with EMYS? What would you change about EMYS? Do you think EMYS has social skills? For each of these questions we also asked why?

Results

In this section, we first validate our translated social presence questionnaire by checking the normality and reliability of the scales. We then present a comparison between the SP and ¬SP conditions using the measures above.

Reliability Analysis and Normality Tests

For measuring social presence, we used a questionnaire that was already validated and had been used previously by the research community. However, because we had translated all of the items from English to Portuguese we started by performing reliability tests on our questionnaire. Additionally, we ran normality tests and examined the normality plots of each dimension to assess the normality of each measure. Of the six
different dimensions of the presence questionnaire, three dimensions had unacceptable Cronbach’s α levels. After further analysis, we found that the reliability of those scales could be greatly increased by removing two items from each of these 3 dimensions. The other items had very high reliability values and all items from the original questionnaire were used. Regarding the normality of the distribution, most measures were parametric with the exception of Co-presence and Perceived Message Understanding, which are not normally distributed. For non-parametric items, we applied the Mann-Whitney U test and report the median value between conditions. For the parametric items, we applied independent t-tests, and the mean is reported.

Social Presence
Overall, participants in SP (Mdn = 6.17) experienced a significantly greater sense of co-presence than participants in −SP (Mdn = 5.00), U = 96.50, z = 3.17, p < 0.001, r = 0.48. In terms of Perceived Message Understanding there was also a significant difference between the SP condition (Mdn = 5.00) and the −SP condition (Mdn = 3.25), U = 102.50, z = 3.025, p < 0.01, r = 0.46.

The other dimensions were parametric and, with the exception of attention allocation, were similarly significantly classified as higher in SP, as we can observe in Table 1.

General Questions
All participants in the SP condition claimed that they enjoyed playing against our artificial opponent, and 92% stated that they would like to play against EMYS again (see Figure 2). Enjoyment (89%) and intention to continue using the system (78%) were lower but also quite high for the −SP condition. When we asked participants if they would change something about EMYS, only 28% would change something in our main condition in contrast to 56% in the −SP condition. The Chi-Square tests did not reveal significant differences between these questions. However, when users were asked if they thought that EMYS had social skills, the difference was significant (χ²(1) = 11.495, p <0.001). In the SP condition, 88% claimed that EMYS had social skills, while in the −SP only 39% answered affirmatively. The effect size for this finding was large (φ = 0.517).

These questions had a qualitative second part asking participants to further develop their answer. Next, we report the patterns identified in the qualitative data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Social Presence Questionnaire</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>t(41)</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>r</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attention Allocation</td>
<td>SP = 4.18</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Aff. Understanding</td>
<td>SP = 4.24</td>
<td>5.49</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional Interdependence</td>
<td>SP = 4.21</td>
<td>2.64</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behaviour Interdependence</td>
<td>SP = 4.15</td>
<td>3.42</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>SP = 4.70</td>
<td>4.55</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Mean, t-value, p-value and effect size for the parametric Social Presence questionnaire items.

Did you enjoy playing against EMYS?
Many participants in the SP condition claimed that they enjoyed playing against EMYS because it was fun, interesting, challenging and the same as playing against a human player. Many participants also focused on social interactions with the robot to explain their enjoyment. Empathy for, and feelings of rivalry or alliances towards the robot were the most reported social claims. One participant replied: “I felt like he was a real companion that socialised with all of us”. In the −SP condition, participants focused more on the game being a new type of experience: “I enjoyed it because it was an experience in which I played against a robot”. Enjoyment was high in both conditions, and we could not extract any relevant trend in the development of the negative answers.

Would you like to play another game of Risk with EMYS?
More than half of the participants in SP responded that they would like to play another game against EMYS because it was fun. Interesting and exciting were also common words used to characterise the interaction. Some participants also said that the robot had a good sense of humour and that they enjoyed interacting socially with a robot. A common answer was: “I would like to have the opportunity of getting to know EMYS a little bit more.” In the −SP condition, participants also mentioned the robot’s sense of humour and the fact that it was a fun, novel, and interesting experience. However, they did not dwell as much on the social aspects of the robot as on the challenge that the experience provided and how well the robot played. Some participants replied that they would like to play a game until the end and not only thirty minutes. One participant said: “I would like to play until the end to determine a winner”. For this question, we could also find some common negative answers. In both conditions, most participants would not like to play against EMYS again because they do not like board games. However, in −SP, participants also replied that it was the same as playing against a computer and that the robot should be more interactive.

Would you change something about EMYS?
In the SP condition we had multiple types of suggestions to improve our artificial opponent. Some suggested changes in the embodiment, such as reducing the robot’s noise or adding hands or a body to our robot. Others argued that it should...
recognise and speak the participants’ native language, be less competitive and not so critical. Curiously, most changes suggested by participants in the –SP condition were already addressed in the SP condition. As expected, most participants that would not change anything about EMYS did not elaborate on their response. Typically, in both conditions we had some users saying that the “robot was already highly advanced” or that they “would not change a thing”.

Do you think EMYS has social skills?
There were large differences in both conditions in responses to this question. In the SP condition, the most frequent positive answer was that the robot acted appropriately and according to the participants moves. Many participants also recognised the robot liking or disliking one of the players as a social act. Although the robot started with a predetermined value for the Like/Dislike variable and did not ally with other players, participants said that the robot did not like players who attacked him and made alliances with players who did not. One participant replied that “it can socialise, does not like it when we attack him and liked one of the players more, he even showed unhappiness when we attacked that player”.

In the –SP condition, players gave diverse reasons for their answers: some replied that it was able to interact socially but only in a superficial manner. One participant replied that it does interact socially but is more suited for younger people. Pressuring users to play was also regarded by two players as a social behaviour. Irony, competitive behaviour and emotional capabilities were also reported in this condition. One participant replied that “it can be a little social as it puts pressure on us when we take too long”. In both conditions, negative responses were justified by the robot being programmed or simply because it is “just a robot”.

Discussion
When comparing SP versus –SP, only one of the social presence dimensions, attention allocation, was not significantly different across conditions. However, even in this dimension, we had a slight positive difference benefiting the socially present condition. This, alongside with the total of the social presence questionnaire being significantly higher in the SP condition, indicates that by following the guidelines for creating socially present opponents in the design of our artificial opponent, we increased participants perceived social presence. Co-presence, one of the most important factors for achieving social presence was the highest rated dimension in both conditions. Regarding attentional allocation, the difference was not significant because it was one of the highest rated dimensions in the –SP condition. In both conditions, participants allocated attention to the robot. We have two reasons to explain the similarity in the results between the conditions. First, the random gaze that we implemented always looked at a random player or the interface. Although it was doing it randomly, when the robot looked at participants, most thought that the robot was paying attention to them. Additionally, participants allocate their attention towards the robot because none of them had any prior experience with a robot and may have been influenced by the novelty effect. The other four dimensions, perceived message understanding, message interdependence, affective understanding, and affective interdependence, were clearly more successfully achieved in our socially present condition. By implementing a gaze system that “listened” to players speaking, followed their faces, looked at where participants touched and was influenced by the game state, we successfully made users think that the robot’s gaze was dependent on their behaviour. In terms of affect interdependency and understanding, the introduction of the Like/Dislike and Luck variables, which in part resulted in different social roles, seems to have contributed to this result. For example, in the qualitative questions many users noted that they thought that the robot would become angry with them if they attacked it. This means that they associated the robot’s facial expressions and future behaviours with their past actions.

We also investigated differences in social presence when comparing the three different variations of the Like/Dislike variable in the SP condition. No significant differences were found. The social presence reported by participants was not significantly affected by the robot’s relationship with the user. We can explain this result because within SP every participant was exposed to each variation. When replying to the qualitative questions, participants in the neutral variation also noticed the robot’s social behaviour towards the other players. These players also replied that “the robot was angry with another player because that player attacked him”. Some of our highest ratings for social presence were even from participants in the Negative relationship variation, which indicates that the perception of social presence does not seem to be affected by whether the relationships with the robot were positive or negative. The social presence that participants attributed to our artificial opponent seemed to be more influenced by the believability of the robot’s behaviour towards the whole group.

We did not include questions in our questionnaire to directly assess if alliances were formed during the game. However, at the end of the game, we directly asked if any alliance was established. In the SP condition, only one of the 9 user groups allied against the robot, and the reported reason for doing so was that the robot was getting too strong. In the –SP condition, two out of six groups allied against the robot. One of the groups was even successful in eliminating our artificial opponent before the thirty minutes were over, ending the experiment at minute 27. The reasons for the alliance argued by participants were that they wanted to know what would happen if the robot lost or simply because “it was just a robot”. In the introduction section, we noted that we had already predicted that users would choose to eliminate the artificial agent first. Preventing this behaviour was one of our main motivations. It seems that we had reasonable success in fighting this effect, although we would need to have a larger number of interactions to better establish it.

Conclusions
We attempted to answer the question of how to create socially present agents that can play board games against multiple human players. Five design guidelines for increasing social presence in artificial opponents were outlined in a previous theoretical finding. To demonstrate how these guide-
lines can be used to create new forms of computer entertainment and to evaluate whether they indeed improve an artificial agent’s social presence, we developed and evaluated a case study. An experiment was performed in which 45 participants played the Risk board game against an artificial opponent. The evaluation suggested that by following guidelines for creating socially present opponents, the users’ perceived social presence towards our artificial opponent improved. We have no measure to exactly determine the success of each individual guideline. However, we can relate our results to each guideline.

**Be physically embodied and be able to engage users in face-to-face interactions.** Previous studies have shown the importance of a physical embodiment in an artificial opponent. The artificial opponent was therefore physically embodied in both of our conditions. However, when comparing both social conditions, our results suggest that the face-to-face interactions provided by the use of our gaze system contributed positively to the sense of presence. To further investigate differences in face-to-face interactions between conditions, facial videos of all the participants were retrieved during the experiment. For future work on this subject, a more detailed analysis using video annotations will be performed.

**Exhibit believable verbal and non-verbal behaviour.** By examining initial empirical studies on the target game and by carefully using those data in the implementation of the case study, we could create believable behaviour in terms of dialogue, game choices and emotional reactions. In the qualitative responses of the final user study, participants often argued that the robot’s behaviour was adequate to most situations and that the behaviours were displayed in a timely manner. Additionally, there were significant differences in the dimensions of perceived message understanding and behaviour interdependence, these showed that applying data extracted from a verbal communication study and protocol analysis helped us create believable verbal and non-verbal behaviour that was displayed in a timely manner.

**Comprise an emotion system.** Our emotion system is composed of several variables that influence the artificial opponent’s move selection, utterances and emotional behaviours. These variables, inspired by psychology models of appraisal, the human thought process while playing Risk and previous work on socially intelligent agents, seem to be sufficient for users to perceive the robot as an emotional/social being. Some participants claimed that the robot would become angry if they attacked him. Others said that he became sad when losing ground. These answers, along with significant differences in perceived affective understanding and emotional interdependence on the social presence questionnaire, indicate that participants believe that the robot played according to his emotional state and displayed coherent emotional behaviour throughout the game.

**Have social memory.** This guideline is of extreme importance in multiple interactions with the same participants. Although the implementation that we propose for an artificial opponent is prepared for coherently maintaining a relationship with a user throughout several interactions, our evaluation covered the span of only one interaction with each user. In the future, a longer-term evaluation should be performed. Nevertheless, participants still enjoyed and valued the robot’s ability to call each participant by his/her name, and most participants in the socially present condition acknowledged that the robot established social relationships with them by remembering past actions in the game.

**Simulate social roles common in board games.** In the evaluation, more specifically in the socially present condition, the artificial opponent clearly expressed different social roles that were recognised by users. The robot expressed roles such as violator or dominator to players it did not like, for example, by threatening and attacking them more frequently. It frequently expressed the social roles of motivator and helper towards players it liked. By looking at participants’ qualitative answers, we can also say that participants perceived the agent’s social roles.

There is still much work to do before achieving a truly socially present artificial opponent or agent. However, by following guidelines and by taking inspiration from the case study that we have created, we believe that the next generation of artificial board game opponents or agents that are perceived as socially present can be created.
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